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Abstract 
Suppose W is a 4-manifold with good fundamental group and M is a closed simply-con- 
nected 4-manifold. Suppose we are given two decompositions h, : WY M#W, and h,: W = 
M#W, inducing the same decomposition of n-*W. In this paper we study when we can 
conclude that WI and W, are homeomorphic. As a consequence we conclude that the * 
operation for changing the Kirby-Siebenmann invariant of a 4-manifold is well defined. We 
will also use this discussion to relate the ambient approach to classification to the surgery 
approach. 
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1. Introduction 
It is well known that topological 4-manifolds do not have the same sort of 
uniqueness of connected sum decompositions that 3-manifolds do. For example, 
one has the two decompositions CP*#(@P*# - @P2) E CP2#(S2 X S*>. This 
example is constructed by realizing two different decompositions of r2 as con- 
nected sum decompositions. Therefore to obtain any sort of uniqueness result we 
must look at only connected sum decompositions inducing the same decomposition 
of r2. This alone is not sufficient since we still have the example CP*#CP* = 
* CP2# *@P, where *CP2 is the Chern manifold, the homotopy @P2 with 
nonzero Kirby-Siebenmann invariant. This example is built by splitting the 
Kirby-Siebenmann invariant differently between the factors. One way to remove 
this example is to further fix one of the factors. Also as a technical convenience we 
will insist that this factor be simply connected (this restriction is easy to remove as 
is discussed below). 
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Accordingly throughout this paper let W be a 4-manifold with good fundamen- 
tal group r = r,W and M a simply-connected 4-manifold. For any 4-manifold X 
let X0 denote X with an open ball removed. Suppose that we have a connected 
sum decomposition h, : W = M#W,, then we get a decomposition r,W = (r,M &I 
Zr) f3 rzWl. We will say M is s-characteristic in W (s standing for spherically) if 
the second Stiefel-Whitney class o2 viewed as a map o2 : r,W + 2/2 does not 
vanish but w z : rTT2Wl --f 2/2 does vanish. Suppose we have another connected sum 
decomposition h, : W = M#W, inducing the same decomposition of r,W. We wish 
to understand whether WI and W, are homeomorphic. For example, part of the 
uniqueness portion of Theorem 10.3 of Freedman and Quinn [41 is the fact that if 
M is even, then the complements W, and W, are homeomorphic (and the 
homeomorphism is homotopic to the canonical homotopy equivalence). The main 
goal of this paper is to prove a partial extension of this result to the case where A4 
is odd. 
The obstructions to the existence of a pseudoisotopy between these decomposi- 
tions (that is, the existence of a homeomorphism W X I --) W X I which is the 
identity on W x (0) and on W X 11) it is a homeomorphism g : W + W with 
h, 0 g o(h,jpl the identity on M,) are given in [4, ch. 101 and [7]. There is 
unfortunately a slight subltety in defining these invariants. Fix a homotopy H from 
h,toh,,whichwewillviewasahomotopyH:M,XZ-,WXZbetween(h,)-‘l~u, 
and (h,)-‘IM,,. The obstructions are most easily defined as obstructions to finding 
a pseudoisotopy whose restriction to (h,)-‘CM, x Z) agrees with H up to homol- 
ogy with Z[ r]-coefficients. Therefore the obstructions depend on the homotopy H. 
Since most of our conclusions depend only on h, and h, it is possible to write 
down more complicated statements without this dependence. 
The first obstruction is the selfintersection obstruction fq(H) defined in [4, p. 
1841 (with minor corrections in [7]). Let T, be the elements of order two in r,W 
on which the first Stiefel-Whitney class w1 vanishes (and T_ those with w, 
nonzero). The selfintersection obstruction is essentially the selfintersection form 
(of the 6-manifold W X Z X R> applied to H. It takes values in 
hom,(H,(M; Zr), Z/2[T+]) = H2(M; 2/2[T+I). If M is not s-characteristic, then 
all these values will be attained for some choice of h, and H. If A4 is s-characteris- 
tic, then there is a subgroup G c H2(M; 2/2[T+I) of index at most two (defined 
below) such that fq(H) takes on exactly the values in G. If M is not s-characteris- 
tic, then fq(H) is the only obstruction. If A4 is s-characteristic, then there is a 
secondary obstruction km(H) E H,(W; 2/2)/r, which is a 5-dimensional analog 
of the Kervaire-Milnor obstruction and Z is a subgroup of H,(W; Z/2) defined 
below. 
The two subgroups G and Z mentioned above are defined as follows. Assume 
M is s-characteristic. Let CY E H,(M; Z) be characteristic and let p be the image of 
(Y in H,(W, z/2). Let g E T+U T_. Let f : RP2 --) W be a map representing g, 
i.e., with f*r,RP2 = (1, g}. Define a map $J : T+U T_+ 2/2 by #4h) = 
m2(f *TW) + 0 .f*[RP2] E /21/2. This is clearly independent of the choice of (Y 
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since only mod 2 intersection numbers with p enter into the formula. Also note 
that it is independent of f since any other map of lRP* representing g differs from 
f by an element of a,@‘. The subgroup f is the subgroup of HJW, Z/2) 
generated by the elements of T_n (6-‘(l). Extend 4 by Iinearity to a map 
4 : 2/2[T+] -+ Z/2. Then G is the subgroup of H’(M; @/2)[T+]) consisting of 
elements LJ with q(a) E ker(#), where (Y is a characteristic lass for M as above. In 
particular if M is characteristic in the usual sense, then 4 = 0 and hence r is 
trivial and G is a11 of H”(M; (Z/2XT+]). A few more facts about 4 can be found 
in [7]. 
One central property of these obstructions is their additivity. Specifically sup- 
pose H is a homotopy between h, and h, and H’ is a homotopy between h, and 
h,. (Viewed again as homotopies between (hi)-” : MO + W.) Then the union 
HUH’ can be viewed as a homotopy Ma X I---) WX I between (hl)-l(MO and 
(!~,>-~l~~ by making H the restriction to MO X [0,1/2] + WX [0,1/2] and H’ the 
restriction to M, X [l/2,1] + W x [l/2,1]. Since fq is defined by adding up contri- 
butions from each selfintersection, we clearly have fq(H u H’) = fq(H) + fq(H’). 
Similarly if fq(H) = fq(H’) = 0, then km(H U H’) = km(H) + km(H’). 
Using the machinery described above we will prove the following result. 
Theorem 1.1. S~p~se M is a closed l-connected 4-man~old and W is a 4-manifold 
with good fundamental group. Suppose h, : W = M# W, and h, : W = M# W, are two 
decompositions inducing the same decomposition of rr,W and H a homotopy between 
them. Let a E H,(M; Z) be characteristic. 
(a) If fq(H#cr) = 0, then there is a homeomo~h~m W, + W, which is homo- 
topic io an element in the canonical family of homotopy equivalences W, -+ W, 
(defined below 1. 
(b) If A4 is not s-characteristic or fq(H)(a) E L/2[T+n ker 41, then there is a 
homeomorph~m W, + W, which is homotopic to the cunonical family of homotopy 
equivalences over the 2-skeleton of W,. 
If M is not simply connected, then much of this theorem still holds. There are 
two technical complications. First even if a,W, and -rr,M are good, it will not 
generally be true that .xlW is good. Second the invariants fq and km are not 
defined in 141 or [7] for A4 not l-connected. For the selfintersection invariant this is 
only a minor complication. Fix a concordance M X I -+ W x I and extend it to a 
map M X I + W X I X 52. Then intersection with coefficients in Z[lr,W,] are de- 
fined and hence so is a selfintersection obstruction in H~(~; Z[T+]) where T+ is 
the orientable elements in rrlW, of order two. The Kervaire-Milnor obstruction 
km is defined in [71 combinatorially but without assuming M is r,-negligible. It 
should be possible to extend it to general M. At any rate since km does not enter 
into the hypotheses above this is at most a pedagogical problem. Another minor 
complication is that no machinery exists to produce such a decomposition. 
Assume that W and W’ are s-cobordant 4-manifolds (say with an s-cobordism 
VI and M’ is a closed 4-manifold. Suppose we are given two decompositions 
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h,: W=M’#W, and h,: W’= M’#W, inducing the same decomposition of ~T,W 
= rlW’ and r,W = rTT2W’. Then we can perform l-surgeries on M’ to produce a 
l-connected 4-manifold M. Since the two decompositions agree on rTT1 the loops 
we surger in W and W’ are homotopic. Hence we may find annuli in V with them 
as boundary. The result of surgering along these annuli is an s-cobordism from 
M#W, to M#W,. Hence M#W, and M#W, are homeomorphic and Theorem 1.1 
applies. 
As a corollary we obtain the following. 
Corollary 1.2. The * operation defined in Freedman and Quinn ~3 well defined. 
Recall that the * operation is defined as follows. Let W be a 4-manifold with 
good fundamental group. If w 2 : r,W + Z/2 vanishes define * W = W. Otherwise 
form the connected sum W#(* @P2), where *CP2 is the Chern manifold (the 
topological 4-manifold which is homotopy equivalent to CP2 but with Kirby- 
Siebenmann invariant 1). We have a splitting rJW#(*@P2)) = r,W @ 
(rTTz(*@P2) @ Zr,W). By Theorem 10.3 of [41 there is a connected sum decompo- 
sition W#( *CP2) = X#@P’ realizing this decomposition for some X. We define 
* W =X. Thus * W is a 4-manifold homotopy equivalent to W with opposite 
Kirby-Siebenmann invariant. The uniqueness is now obvious from Theorem 1.1. If 
we have any other connected sum decomposition W#( * CP2) = Y#CP2 realizing 
the same decomposition of r2 then by Theorem 1.1, Y G X. 
(It should be noted that there are other comparable constructions for producing 
two homotopy equivalent 4-manifolds with different Kirby-Siebenmann invariants. 
These are also sometimes denoted by W and * W.) 
2. Homotopy uniqueness 
In order to get the sharpest uniqueness statement for the complements we must 
first understand the homotopy equivalence between the two complements. Sup- 
pose as above we have two decompositions h, : W = M#W, and h, : W = M#W, 
inducing the same decomposition of r,W. Fix a collection of immersed 2-spheres 
cxi : S2 + M giving a basis for r2M = H,(M; Z). For any 4-manifold X and maps 
p: S2 +X let cap(X; pi) denote the result of attaching 3-disks to X with the pi as 
the attaching maps. Then cap(M; ai) is a homotopy 4-sphere. Therefore we get 
homotopy equivalences 
w, = W;#S4 + W,#cap( M; cxi) = cap( W; (h,)-’ 0 q) 
and 
w, = W2#S4 -+ W,#cap(M; cxi) =cap(W; (h,)-‘~a~). 
Since the hi induce the same decomposition of r,W the attaching maps in the 
final terms are homotopic. Hence we get a homotopy equivalence WI -+ W,. 
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This homotopy equivalence is however not a priori canonical since we chose a 
homotopy between the attaching maps. To see how this effects the homotopy 
equivalence it is sufficient to consider only the first decomposition and to look at 
the self-homotopy equivalences we can produce. In this case the trivial homotopy 
from (hi)-’ 0 (yi to itself identifies our choice of a homotopy above with choosing 
an element of a3Wl for each cap. Also note that if we fix a homotopy H from h, 
to h,, then we may meaningfully require the homotopy to represent the same 
elements of H3( W X I, MO X {OJ); L T as H. This is equivalent to requiring that ) 
the elements of r3Wl above come from the 2-skeleton of W,. 
Stabilizing it is enough to look at the two cases M = CP2 and M = S2 X S2. In 
each case assume the (Y~ represent the standard bases of H,(M; Z). In the former 
case the homotopy equivalence S4 + cap(CP*; a,) may be described as follows. 
View S4 as the union of two 4-disks. The first 4-disk is sent onto @P2 by sending 
the boundary to CP’ by the Hopf map 7. The second 4-disk is then sent to the cap 
via the cone on the Hopf map. We may view the trivial homotopy as giving a 
standard homotopy equivalence cap(W; (!z,)~ ’ 0 ai> -+ WI. Then we may analyze 
changes by seeing how they effect the composition 
w, = Wi#S4 + W,#cap( M; ai) = cap(W; (hi))’ 0 CZ~) + WI. 
Suppose we alter the homotopy by an element /3 E r3W,. This is equivalent to 
altering the final homotopy equivalence by adding p to the map of the cap. This 
has the effect of altering the homotopy equivalence W, + W, by /3 0 217 E r4Wl. 
For M = S2 x S2 we may describe the homotopy equivalence S4 -+ cap(S2 x 
S*; ai) as follows. Again view S4 as a union of two 4-disks. Decompose the 
common boundary 3-sphere as S’ x D* U D* X S’. Map this to S2 V S2 by sending 
the boundary S1 X S’ to the wedge point and collapsing out both S’ factors. On 
one 4-disk extend this to an onto map D4 - S2 X S2. In the other 4-disk choose 
thickenings of the two solid tori to copies of S’ X D”. Map this 4-disk in by sending 
interiors of these S’ X D3 to the caps by collapsing the S’ factors and sending the 
complement to the wedge point. As above we may analyze this situation via the 
composition 
w, = W,#S4 + W,#cap(M; ai) =cap(W; (h,))‘oai) + WI. 
Suppose we alter the homotopy by elements pi, p2 E r3Wl. This is equivalent to 
altering the final homotopy equivalence by adding pi to the map of cap i. This has 
the effect of altering the homotopy equivalence W, + W, by (pi, p2)o f~ -r4Wl, 
where f : S4 + S3 V S3 is the map given by choosing two disjoint copies of S’ x D3 
framed according to the spin structure on S4 and sending the interiors to the 
3-cells by collapsing the S’ factors and sending the complement to the wedge 
point. However r4(S3 V S3) = r4(S3> @ r4(S3) = Z/2 CB Z/2 may be described as 
follows. Arrange a map g : S4 ---) S3 V S” to be transverse to a point in each 3-cell 
with each inverse image a circle. The two L/2 factors measure whether or not the 
framing of the normal bundle coming from the pull-back agrees or disagrees with 
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the one coming from S4. Therefore f represents the zero element of r4(S3 v S3> 
and the homotopy equivalence is unchanged. 
Combining these two calculations we conclude the following. If M is even, then 
we have a canonical homotopy equivalence IV, + W,. If M is odd, then the 
homotopy equivalence is well defined up to an element of r4WI of the form 
p 0 _Zq where p E r3W,. If a homotopy H is fixed, then the homotopy equivalence 
is well defined up to an element of r4WI of the form y 0 .X:77 where y is a linear 
combination of elements of r3WI of the form CY 0 n where LY E r2W,. We will call 
the latter the canonical family of homotopy equivalences. Note that this family 
depends on H. 
The first canonical homotopy equivalence is alluded to in [4, Theorem 10.3(2)]. 
They show that if M is even, then there is a homeomorphism WI + W, homotopic 
to the canonical homotopy equivalence but no such equivalence is defined. The 
discussion above may be viewed as filling in this detail. Also note that the 
definition above is compatible with the discussion in [4] in that if we are given a 
al-negligible concordance between two decompositions, then the resulting homeo- 
morphism is homotopic to one in the family built above. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
We will first consider the case where M is not s-characteristic. Note that since 
we can always stabilize by taking a connected sum of M with any closed l-con- 
nected 4-manifold. Therefore we may assume that M = CP2#V where I/ is even. 
Since the case of even manifolds is Theorem 10.3 of [4], it is enough to assume 
M = CP2. This observation gives the following immediate lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. Let W, M, h,, h, and H be as in Theorem 1.1. Zf M is not 
s-characteristic, LY E H,(M; Z) is characteristic and fq(HXa> = 0, then there is a 
homeomorphism WI + W, which is homotopic to an element in the canonical family 
of homotopy equivalences. 
Proof. As above we may assume M = CP2 and fq(HXa) = 0. But in this case fq is 
the only obstruction to finding a r,-negligible concordance from h, to h,. Since 
r,W is good the complement of this concordance is an s-cobordism from WI to 
W,. Therefore we have the desired homeomorphism. 0 
Suppose first that M is not s-characteristic, i.e., that W, and W, are odd. Since 
the case where M is even is solved in [4] we may stabilize W by connected sums 
with S2 X S2 whenever we choose. Doing so we may assume we have decomposi- 
tions g, : WI -2,#CP2 and g 2 : W, = X2#CP2, where X, and X2 are odd and we 
may assume these decompositions induce the same decomposition of r2WI E r2W2. 
Consider now the two decompositions g, 0 h, : W = (X,#@P2)#CP2 and 
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g, 0 h, : W 2: (&#CP2)#CP2, viewed as splitting off a copy of CP2#@P2. Extend 
H to a homotopy fi between them. Let (pi and CQ be the generators of H, for the 
two factors of CP* and suppose fq(g)(cu,) = $J and fq(fi)(a2) = fq(H)(cu,) = I,!J. 
As remarked above there is a homotopy H’ from g, to a decomposition g’ : WI = 
_Z’#CP’ inducing the same decomposition of r2Wl such that fq(H’)(czi) = 4 + 4. 
Extend H’ by the identity on the second factor to a homotopy fi’ from g, 0 h, : W 
= (_Zl#@P2)#CP2 and g’ 0 h 1 : W ^I (Z’#CP2)#CP2, viewed again as splitting off 
a copy of C P2#C P’. Then as remarked above k ’ U f! is a homotopy from g ’ 0 h, 
to g; 0 h,. Since fq is additive 
fq(B’@(,,) =fq(@)(4 +fq(@(4 =(ti++) +4=+> 
fq(H’uti)(cz,) =fq(&)(,,) +fq(H)(a,) =Of$=$. 
A characteristic class in H2(@P2#CP2) is CX, CB cz2 and fq(G’ U H)(a, CB a2> = 0. 
Therefore by Lemma 3.1 there is a homeomorphism 2’ + 2, homotopic to an 
element of the family. Hence we get a homeomorphism W, = Z,#CP* = Z’#CP2 
+ W, = Z2#CP2. However as we will see below this homeomorphism need not be 
homotopic to an element of the canonical family of homotopy equivalences. 
Now suppose that M is s-characteristic. In this case most of the proof of 
Lemma 3.1 goes through exactly as before. We may assume M = C P2 but now it is 
not the case that fq is the only obstruction to finding a rr,-negligible concordance. 
We must deal with the secondary obstruction km. The proof of Lemma 3.1 given 
above would produce the desired homeomorphism if km were also 0. Suppose 
h,: W = Wl#CP2 and h, : W 2: W2#@P2 are two decompositions inducing the 
same decomposition of r2W with fq(H) = 0 and km(H) = a E H,(W; 2/2)/T. 
Since km is additive it is enough to show there is some homotopy H’ from h, to a 
decomposition h’ : W = W’#CP2 with fq( H’) = 0 and km(H ‘> = a for which the 
conclusion follows. 
In [7], an explicit construction of such an h’ is given. The discussion there is 
however in terms of the homotopy H’. We will find it more convenient to rephrase 
this construction entirely in terms of h’. For M = CP2 this construction can be 
described as follows. Start with the embedded 2-sphere in W coming from the core 
Fig. 1. Attaching curves in the preimage for the two Whitney disks to change km. 
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of CP2 via hr. Do a finger move to introduce two selfintersections (with opposite 
signs) corresponding to a E H&W; 2/2)/r. Let x and x’ be sent to one of these 
intersection points and y and y’ to the other. Let y1 and y2 be the arcs from x to 
y and from x’ to y’ coming from the finger move. Alter these arcs by making y1 
loop around x’ and y2 loop around x as shown in Fig. 1. Remove the two 
intersections with a Whitney disk bounding these new arcs. The result is the image 
of the core of CP2 under h’. 
To see that this does not change the complement note that the entire construc- 
tion above can be carried out inside a copy of S’ x D3#@Pz or S’ 2 D3#CP2 
depending on whether or not a is orientable. Therefore it is enough to show that 
the complement is unchanged in this case. The complement is however homotopy 
equivalent rel boundary to S1 X D3 or S’ 2 D3 and by the results of Farrell and 
Jones [3] (extended to dimension 4 in [4, p. 20.51) these acyclic manifolds are 
topologically unique rel boundary. Hence the complement is unchanged. 
This completes the proof of part (a) of Theorem 1.1. All that remains is to show 
that if fq(H)(a) E Z/2[T+n ker 41, then a homeomorphism exists. As above it is 
enough to show there is some homotopy H’ from h, to h’ with fq(H ‘>(a> = 
fq(H)(I-u) for which a homeomorphism W, --j W’ exists. Fix a g E T+n ker 4. By 
additivity of fq it is enough to build an H’ and h’ with fq(H’Xa) = g and a 
homeomorphism W, + W’. Again constructions of such H’ are given in [7]. We 
wish to describe this construction in terms of h’. 
Since M = CP2 it is enough to view h, and h’ as being defined on the core 
2-sphere of M. Start with the embedding of the core coming from h,. Do a finger 
move to introduce two selfintersection points. Say x and x’ are identified and y 
and y’ are identified and suppose the finger move gives arcs joining x to y and x’ 
to y ‘. Choose new arcs joining x to y ’ and y to x’ as shown in Fig. 2. The union 
of these arcs is still null homotopic since g2 = 1 and the framing is correct by [7]. 
Hence there is a Whitney disk with bounding the union of these arcs and we can 
use it to remove the intersections. The result is a new embedding h’ and a 
homotopy H’ from h, to h’ with fq(H’)(a) = g. 
Fig. 2. Attaching curves in the preimage for the hvo Whitney disks to change fq. 
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After stabilizing by adding copies of S* X S*, we may assume there is an 
embedding RP2 + W, representing g. Let X be a regular neighborhood of the 
image and view X as being built of a O-handle, a l-handle and a 2-handle. Start 
with an unknotted 2-sphere in the O-handle of X. The finger moves to introduce 
two selfintersections can be done inside the union of the O-handle and the 
l-handle. The core of the 2-handle then provides the desired Whitney disk. Hence 
there is an embedded null homotopic (but not null isotopic) 2-sphere in X. In 
terms of this 2-sphere the construction above is: start with X#CP*, add this 
2-sphere to the core of the CP* and replace a regular neighborhood of the 
resulting 2-sphere by a 4-disk. In terms of the complement this is performing a 
Gluck construction on the 2-sphere in X. Let X’ denote the result. 
This 2-sphere can be described very explicitly. View X as being built from the 
[ - 1, 113 bundle over Z by gluing the ends according to the map (a, b, c) + 
(b, a, -c) and attaching a 2-handle to the solid torus ICI = 1 with the coordinates 
(a, b) giving the framing. In [ - 1, 113 take a clasp with one loop in the (a, c)-plane 
attached to c = 1 and the other in the (b, c&plane attached to c = - 1 (as shown 
in Fig. 3). This clasp can be chosen to be invariant under (a, b, c) --f (b, a, -c). 
Hence it sweeps out an annulus in Z x [- 1, 113/(1, a, b, c> = (0, b, a, -cl. The 
boundary of this annulus is two parallel copies of the core of the 2-handle. Hence 
we can cap off the annulus to give our 2-sphere in X. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 it is enough to show X and X’ are 
homeomorphic. This may be done in several ways. It follows for example from the 
modified surgery approach of Kreck [5]. We will give a different argument using 
the surgery exact sequence. This argument is basically a mild generalization of a 
remark of Mandelbaum [6, p.941. The reduced surgery sequence in this case reads 
ZAr) +&o,(W*) ~&w4d~TT)~ 
where KTOP is the kernel of the composition NTop(W2) -+ L,(T) + L,(l). We 
have an isomorphism KTOP z H2(W2; Z/2) and PoincarC duality identifies this 
with H2(W2; L/2). 
Fig. 3. The clasp. 
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Proposition 3.2. Let X be an oriented 4manifold. Then there are seljhomotopy 
equivalences of X (which are homotopic to the identity on the 2-skeleton of X and) 
which represent any element of HJX; Z/2) which is represented by an immersed S2 
or an immersed R P2 with w2 = 0. 
Proof. For a 2-sphere /? : S2 +X the selfhomotopy equivalence is X+X V S4 -+X, 
where the first map is pinching off a 4-sphere and the second is id v /3 0 77 0 ZT. 
The normal invariant of this homotopy equivalence is computed in [2] to be 
(1 + w~(p*[s21))~p*[s21. 
For a map p : R P2 --f X representing g E r,X we will build a map f : S3 x S’ 
-+ RP2 which sends the S’ factor to the generator of rTT1 RP2. The desired 
selfhomotopy equivalence will be k, : X+X v s~S3 X S1 +X, where the first map 
is pinching off a copy of S3 x S1 about g and the second is id v p 0 f. View 
S3 = (q E W : I q I = 1) as the unit quaternions and RP2 as the double coset space 
(j)\W - IO]/@ - (0). Let [q] denote the coset of q in RP2. Let K~, 0 G t G 1 be a 
path from 1 to j in S3. Define a map S3 XI + RP2 by (q, t> + [Ktq]. This map 
descends to the desired map f : S3 x S’ + RP2 by identifying the ends. Note that 
the map f is actually a fibration with fiber a torus. 
The normal invariant of k,, N(kp) may be calculated by the Characteristic 
Variety Theorem 183. Let C be any surface in X transverse to p. Then (k,)-‘(Z) 
will consist of 2 and some tori, one for each intersection with /3(RP2). Therefore 
N(kp) will be some multiple of p* [RP21. Consider the point [ll E RP2. The 
inverse image of this point in S3 X I is the two annuli {(K,e”, t), (Kt je”, t)}. These 
glue to give a torus T in S3 X S’. Extend K, to 1 6 t G 2 by setting K~+~ = -jKt so 
that the torus T is parametrized by {(i?,e”, t): 0 G t G 2). Let a be the loop 
{(eie, 0)). Fix a lift of RP2 - {[ll) to S3 X S1 and let b be the boundary. Then a and 
b are a basis for H,(T; Z/2) and it suffices to calculate the quadratic form q on 
them. There are two contributions to q. One from the normal to [l] in RP2 and 
one from the normal bundle of /3 in X. The former contributes 1 to q(a) since 
f Is3x(0) is the Hopf map. The latter contributes 0 to q(a) since a bounds a disk 
{re’” + (1 - r 2)-“2j: 0 Q r G 1) which is sent to R P2 by a degree-O map. The 
former contributes 1 to q(b). To see this note that the normal bundle to T is given 
by right multiplication by Kt(l + l k)fct and 1 + Ej and the tangent bundle by 
Kt(l + l i)K, and the tangent to the S’ factor. This differs from the Lie group 
framing on S3 x S’. Since b wraps twice around the S’ it also disagrees with the 
standard framing. The latter contributes w2(/?.JRP2]) to q(b) since b bounds a 
Mobius band which is sent by a degree-l map to RP2. Therefore 
N(kp) = (I+ o,(P* PP*l)) -P* WP21- q 
Corollary 3.3. Suppose X and X’ are oriented 4-manifolds with rIX = Z/2 that are 
homotopy equivalent (rel boundary) with the same Kirby-Siebenmann invariant. 
Then X and X’ are homeomorphic (rel boundary) and the homeomorphism may be 
taken to be homotopic to the given homotopy equivalence over the 2-skeleton. 
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Fig. 4. Attaching curves in the preimage for the two Whitney disks to change fq. 
Proof. In this case L&Z/2) = 0 and i&Z/2) = L hence S,,,(X) = H,(X; Z/2). 
Since r,X= Z/2 every class in H,(X; Z/2) is represented by a 2-sphere or an 
RP2. Hence the selfhomotopy equivalences of X represent all of ker w2 L 
H,(X; Z/2). Therefore there are at most two manifolds homotopy equivalent to X 
and they are distinguished by their Kirby-Siebenmann invariants. 0 
This corollary completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. It is instructive to consider 
the remaining case. Suppose g,, g, E T+f’ qt-‘(1). Then a construction is given in 
[7] for a homotopy H’ from h, to h’ with fq(H’)(a) = g, + g,. In this case we 
again start with the core CP’ of M = CP2 and do two finger moves to produce 
intersections with group elements g, and g,. Suppose the finger moves give 
intersection points and arcs joining them as in Fig. 4. We then choose new arcs as 
shown in Fig. 4. As before since g, and g, have order two these arcs give null 
homotopic loops and the framings are correct by [7]. Hence we have new Whitney 
disks bounding them. Using these Whitney disks to remove the intersections 
produces the core CP’ of h’. 
Again this construction can be described more explicitly. Let Y be the 4-mani- 
fold with boundary given by the Kirby diagram in Fig. 5. Note that Y is nearly the 
boundary connected sum of two copies of the 2-disk bundle over RP2 associated to 
the tangent bundle to RP2. In particular Y has the homotopy type of RP2 V RP2. 
After stabilizing IV, by adding copies of S2 x S2 we may assume that IV, contains 
an embedded copy of Y such that the inclusion r,Y = Z/2*2/2 --) rlWl sends 
Fig. 5. The Kirby diagram for Y. 
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one generator to g, and the other to g,. The construction above almost produces 
an embedded 2-sphere in Y. Inside the union of the 0- and l-handles there are two 
annuli as for X. However now the cores of the 2-handles do not give the caps for 
them. They fail because the framing is incorrect and because the attaching maps 
link once. Instead we get a union of two twice punctured 2-spheres whose 
boundary is a 4-component Hopf link (which we may view as lying on the boundary 
of a small ball near the linking of the attaching curves for the 2-handles). In 
Y#CP2 join one component of each 2-sphere by an annulus and add a copy of the 
core CP’ by a tube to the result. The result is a twice punctured 2-sphere whose 
boundary is a Hopf link linking the 2-sphere once. The punctures may now be 
capped off by two parallel copies of the core CP2. The result is the core of the 
@P2 under h’. Let Y’ denote the result of replacing a regular neighborhood of 
this 2-sphere by a 4-disk. 
Unlike X, Y has r,Y = L/2* Z/2 and L&7/2* Z/2) is potentially more 
complicated [ll. Also H,(Y, Z/2) contains a class which is not represented by an 
RP2. (It is represented by the connected sum of the two core RP2s.) If one could 
show that Y and Y’ were homeomorphic rel boundary, then one would always get 
uniqueness of the complement. At this writing it appears that Y and Y’ are not 
homeomorphic rel boundary. A tedious surgery argument seems to show this but 
there is too much room for error in that approach. This conclusion would also 
seem to follow from a modified surgery argument. 
This discussion also sheds some light on why the complements are homeomor- 
phic if M is even. In this case we do not get a Gluck construction on X. Instead a 
neighborhood of the 2-sphere in X is removed and replaced in exactly the original 
way. A similar remark applies for Y. (This does not give a new proof of the even 
case however since we needed to stabilize to find embedded copies of X or Y.) 
4. The surgery approach 
Suppose now that W is orientable and M is odd. Then the two decompositions 
h, : W - M#W, and h, : W - M#W, inducing the same decomposition of rr,W and 
the homotopy H determine a family of homotopy equivalences WI --j W,. This 
almost determines an element of the structure set S,,,(W,). Let f : WI + W, be 
any of the canonical family of homotopy equivalences. Then any other such 
homotopy equivalence differs from f by an element of r4W2 which is a linear 
combination of elements of the form x 0 77 0 _Zv where x E TOW*. Let g, : W, -+ W, 
be the corresponding selfhomotopy equivalence of W, and let N denote the 
composition S,,,(W,) + KTOP = H2(W2; Z/2) 3 H2(W2; Z/2). Then N(g,) is 
calculated in [21 to be (1 + w,(x)> .x hence the indeterminacy in N(f) is an 
element of ker(w 2: r2W2 + L/2). Also note that W, and W, have the same 
Kirby-Siebenmann invariant, therefore N(f) must be an element of 
ker(o, : H2(W2; L/2) - Z/2). 
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From the exact sequence 
we see that N(f) can be viewed as a well-defined element of H&r; Z/2). Also 
note that if M is not s-characteristic, then any value in H,(TG Z/2) is plausible. 
However if M is s-characteristic, then as remarked above the second Stiefel-Whit- 
ney class gives a map w : H*(r; Z/2) + Z/2 and N(f) E ker w. Recall that the 
map w is related to the map C$ defined above; C#J is the composition w 0 I_++, where 
4 : Z/2[T+] + H,(r; Z/2) is defined by linearity and 4(g) is the class of any map 
IwP2 + W, representing g (alternately $(g) is the image of the nonzero element 
of H,({l, g}; Z/2) under the inclusion H,({l, g]; L/2) + H,(r; Z/2)). 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose M is a closed l-connected 4-manifold and W is an oriented 
4-manifold with good fundamental group rr. Suppose h, : W = M#W, and h, : W = 
M#W, are two decompositions inducing the same decomposition of r,W and H a 
homotopy between them. Let (Y E H,(M; Z) be characteristic and let f : W, + W, be 
an element of the canonical family of homotopy equivalences. Then with the conven- 
tions above N(f) = $(fq(H)(a)) E H2(~; Z/2). 
Proof. As above after stabilizing and removing even pieces from M we may assume 
M = @P* and (Y is the generator of H,(M; Z). Since N(f) is unchanged if we 
change h, by a r,-negligible concordance (or changing km(H) if applicable), it 
suffices to check this result for any homotopy H’ from h’ : We M#W,’ to h, with 
the same value of fq( H’). By the remarks above it suffices to consider the cases 
W,=X, W;=X’and W,=Y, W,‘=Y’. 
Let f : X’ +X be the obvious homotopy equivalence and let K be the 
embedded 2-sphere in X along which the Gluck construction is performed. Let Z 
be one of the fibers of X (which we view as a 2-disk bundle over [wP2). Then 
f-‘(Z) is a punctured torus. It consists of ,Z with small circles around K removed 
and an annulus around an arc in K sewn in (see Fig. 6). Let a be the small circle 
in f-‘(Z) linking K and b the circle in f-‘(Z) that loops through the annulus. Let 
q be the quadratic form on H,(f-‘(2); Z/2). Both a and b bound framed circles 
in X that link K once. Therefore in X’ both have the incorrect framing. Hence 
Arf(q) = 1 and N( f > E H2( X; Z/2) is the nontrivial element. 
Let f : Y’ + Y be the obvious homotopy equivalence. The computation is 
essentially the same as the one above. Let K be the core of the CP2 in Y’#@P* 
and J$ the dual to either of the 2-handles of Y. Then again f- ‘(,I$) is a punctured 
torus. Although K is not contained in Y’ the picture above still applies since much 
of K may still be viewed as lying in Y’. The punctured torus consists of Z with 
small disks about K removed and an annulus that loops around the part of K in 
Y’. As above we conclude that N(f) E H,(Y; Z/2) is the sum of the classes 
represented by both of the core aBP2s. q 
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Fig. 6. f-‘(Z). 
Corollary 4.2. Suppose M is a closed l-connected 4-manifold and W is an oriented 
4-manifold with good fundamental group T. Suppose h, : W = M#W, and h, : We 
M#W, are two decompositions inducing the same decomposition of T,W and H a 
homotopy between them. Let CI E H,(M; Z> be characteristic if $(fq(H)(cx)) # 0, 
then there is no homeomorphism homotopic to an element of the canonical family of 
homotopy equivalences. If @(fq(H)(a)) = 0 and L,(T) = 0, then there is a homeo- 
morphism homotopic to an element of the canonical family of homotopy equiva- 
lences. 
This surgery calculation also gives us the potential to show that Y and Y’ are 
not homeomorphic rel boundary. We need only analyze the selfhomotopy equiva- 
lences of Y in detail. Alternately there is also an obvious contender for a pair of 
nonhomeomorphic closed 4-manifolds Z and Z’ with Z#CP’ and Z’#@P* 
homeomorphic (with the core CP’s homotopic). Let E be the 2-sphere bundle 
over RP* obtained by fiberwise one-point compactification of the tangent bundle. 
Let Z = E#E (alternately Z is the boundary double of Y 1. Let Z’ = Y U ,=Y ‘. As 
for Y and Y’ we have a homeomorphism Z#CP* =Z’#CP* with fq(a) # 0. 
There are several ways that one might show Z and Z’ were not homeomorphic. 
First it might be the case that Z’ is not split. If Z’ is split and is not Z, then Z’ 
must be E’#E’ where E’ is the 4-manifold homotopy equivalent to E but with 
Kirby-Siebenmann invariant 1. In this case one might be able to show that Z’ is 
not stably split in the PL or DIFF category. A modified surgery sequence argument 
may in fact show that Z and Z’ are not even stably (up to adding copies of 
S* x S*) homeomorphic. 
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